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College brings a lot with it. A lot of studying, a lot of events to attend and in Johna 

Pulliam’s case a lot of time dedicated to volunteering.  

A sophomore physiology major from the Tulsa area, Johna has been a part of the Our 

Daily Bread team since the fall of her freshman year.  

Starting out, she said her intention was to earn some service hours for a scholarship she 

had received and hopefully enjoy the tasks involved with it. That intention quickly changed as 

her time spent at ODB turned into something more meaningful and rewarding.  

After volunteering a few times, she said she began to notice the strong sense of 

community among the staff and volunteers, which was apparent through the excitement 

expressed from Kathy Sandefur and Becky Taylor when she came to volunteer. But what 

eventually sealed her decision to make coming to ODB a routine was an interaction she 

witnessed during one of the first few times as a shopping assistant.  

“There were these two people, I was with one of them, and we were loading up their 

car,” she said. “And behind us there was another person shopping with another person, and 

they were trying to figure out how they were going to get all of this stuff back to that person’s 

house because they didn’t have a car. 

“So, the person I was shopping with was like, ‘Oh, just put your stuff in my car, I can take 

you home,” she said. 

She said this experience introduced a deeper understanding and purpose to how ODB 

makes a difference in the lives of those who serve and those who benefit from the service. 

Although it is easy to believe the only people who get something out of a food and resource 



center are those who receive food and resources, everyone involved is giving and receiving in 

some way.  

A chance to spend more time with her brother Jake is another bonus that came with 

volunteering at ODB. Although they each have their own distinct personalities, she said ODB is 

something that has become ingrained in both of their lives and has been an incredible 

opportunity to bond.  

“It makes me happy to just go there and know that Jake shares in the same passion,” 

she said. “Also, just to be around other people our age that care about things like this, but 

especially when it’s your sibling. 

“We talk about Our Daily Bread with our family, like people know about it, and I think 

that’s one of the coolest things about going every week.”  

Through making ODB a consistent part of her life, Johna has witnessed and played a role 

in fighting hunger in the Payne County community, which has pushed her to want to spread the 

word to friends and people she knows about the opportunity to volunteer. It’s easy to get stuck 

in a bubble in life and in college, but the opportunity to be a part of something bigger than you 

is something she wants others to experience.  

“What I would encourage people who maybe come every once in a while, (is) to commit 

to a day and going every week is that is when it will make the biggest impact in your life and in 

the lives around you,” Johna said. “If you want to ignore the problems in the world, it’s really 

easy. You can very easily, especially in college, act like it’s not there, but once your eyes are 

open to it you can’t go back to what it was before.”  



She also said it is good to remember that ODB exists to serve people who need it, and 

that there’s no judgment or condemnation found in asking for and receiving help.  

“And just let people know that there is that opportunity to serve or get food if you need 

it,” she said. “It’s not just for a certain group of people, it’s for anyone and everyone that’s in 

need.”  

Johna’s desire to make volunteering and service a habit during her time at OSU is has 

definitely been evident in her first couple of years in Stillwater. She’s spent time as a volunteer 

at the Stillwater Medical Center while also making it a point to be involved with many clubs and 

organizations on campus.  

Balancing all of this as well as classes and homework has taken effort, but fitting ODB 

into her schedule has become an easy choice. She said volunteering was never part of her 

routine in high school, but she knew it was something God had put on her heart to search for 

when she came to OSU.  

“So, I think that’s been really cool is I wasn’t committed to something like this in high 

school,” she said. “So now to come to college and it’s like a part of my weekly routine. My 

friends always know, ‘Johna is about to leave and go to Our Daily Bread.’  

“It’s just cool to have that be a weekly part of my life.”  

Through a hectic college life, sometimes she needs an occasional reminder about the impact 

she can make while being at ODB. From the friendliness of other volunteers to the deep and 

personal conversations she could have with a guest, it’s the little things that culminate into 

something so powerful.  



“It never ends up me helping someone else, it’s always me learning something new or 

learning something new about someone else,” she said. “Despite my busy schedule that is truly 

the most beneficial thing I do throughout the week.”  

 


